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a class, he was fined; likewisc, il hc could not draw five students,
if he skipped a chapter or a dilliculty, or if'he kept on talking after
the ringing of the bell. At any lirrrc thc lecturer could be inter-
rupted by a beadle summoning hirn to appear before the rector
and learn of his misdeeds.

As the great historian ol'univcrsities, Rashdall, puts it-and
notice in passing that boycott is lhc true name for student strike or
sit-in: "By means of the tcrrihlc power of boycotting which they
could bring into play against uny oftending professor, the student
clubs were masters of thc situation." Not until Bonaparte con-
quered Italy five centurics latcr was a professor again considered
fit to be rector of a university.

Rashdall's referencc to student clubs brings us to the situa-
tion at Paris. Medieval students were divided into "natiooS," just
as the teachers were divided into subject-matter faculties. But the
nation soon ceased to denote birthplace and became an arbitrary
aggregate. The French nation at Paris included Spaniards, Itali-
ans, Greeks, and Levantines; the English took in Flemings, Scan-
dinavians, Finns, Hungarians, Dutch, and Slavs-no British in-
sularity then ! These clubs were further divided into clans usually
based on parish allegiance. Here was no compact group of bour-
geois fathers' sons, but an international and vagrant crowd of
large proportions. The results for university governance were
to be expected-incessant quarrels, shaky alliances, jealous be-
trayals.

For each nation had to vote as one unit in the assembly and
elect a new rector each month. They voted on proctors, beadles,
financial officers, examiners, and deans. They also had to choose
one ad hoc committee after another to look into endless charges
and abuses. In the great year 1266, the papal legate Simon de Brie
tried in vain to get the rector's term extended to six weeks, in
hopes of reducing the number of contested elections and student
defiance of the rectors and the rules. At one time two rectors
claimed authority. Simon finally got them both to resign in ex-
change for a statute permitting a nation to secede and thus escape
disputed rules. This feud of l266lasted a good fifteen years.

Thc suggestive point in this truly flexible system is that it
wcnt otl rrll lirurs with the prevailing theory of governmsn[-
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fflhere are not sixteen ways of running a college or university.

I Except for interesting but inessential variations, there are
I- only three, and not all three yield to the same extent the

conditions favorable to study.
Let us look at the earliest-student power. It marked the

very beginnings of universities. The typical precedents are Bo-
logna and Paris; Bologna shows the internal relationships; Paris
the day-to-day workings. In both universities the idea was partic-
ipation. Authority luy with the general assembly. There was no
distinct central org anrzation, but a loose collection of units. The
universitas or corporation was the name of this groupitrg, which
implied nothing academic.

At Bologna, the students soon seized control, thereby ex-
pressing the burghers' control of the city. The sons dictated to the
professors, and the city fathers backed up the youthful will by law.
For example, professors and doctors could not leave the univer-
sity, under penalty of death, or even go out of town without per-
mission. They had to swear absolute obedience to the student-
elected student rector, who at the behest of the general assembly
could pass or change any rule. The students collected the fees,
paid the salaries, and issued the working rules. If the teacher cut
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"what affects all must be by the consent of all." It was democracy
to the full. A representative body was not supposed to express the

collective will of its constituents but to give every individual will
a chance. Three students (out of several thousand) could ask for a
change of statutes, and officers were elected who specialized in
statute-changing.

The frequent elections fitted in with the reigning philoso-
phy. Aristotle had said that no one should be entrusted with any

but the briefest tenure of office and that the whole assembly must

not only legislate but administer. And student control obviously
meant a deal of administering-collecting fees, paying salaries,

renting or buying school buildings, watching the financial offi-
cers, approving student lodgings, supervising book publishers
(copyists), issuing summonses, levying fines, and seeing to the

taking of oaths on an unprecedented scale.

All this plus the fights of town and gown and the internal
feuds that, according to one authority, were "akin to later interna-

tional wars in their ferocity and destructiveness," must have made

the student life rich and exciting. Everything was an issue, includ-
ing the hiring of messengers, of which the several nations had

from twelve to 160 each. A touching detail of organization was

that the rector might bring to the meetings of the assembly his

bosom friend as a bodyguard.
This elaborate structure so far was all for administration.

Not a word yet about the studium, the classwork. The rector, stu-

dents, and (elected) deans looked after it very much as was done

at Bologna, that is, by supervising the professors. This arrange-

ment called for certain abilities in the rector, and since the fresh-
men, who were eligible, often were under the entrance age of
fourteetr, the Paris rules came to stipulate that the rector must be

at least twenty years old.
One can imagine these eager, free-lance, turn-and-turn-

about administrators as belonging to the group of older students

and apprentice teachers, the bold and daring, handsome and artic-
ulate-those who, like M. Cohn-Bendit in our day, glory in the

feeling of "we do what we like."
One can, again, imagine them angry at the previous admin-

istration, impatient with the snarls of bureaucracy that they could
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so quickly fix by some further rules, exhilarated at the thought of
the coming meeting with a good fight in prospect, and ready al-
ways for the actual bloodshed on the narrow winding street, if
townsmen or a gang from the wrong parish or nation should de-

bouch from the next corner.

As one describes the scene, one is suddenly hushed at the

thought of Frangois Villon gathering up his genius amid the con-
fusion and surviving as the symbol of an emancipated day. Was

he perhaps one of those excluded as "vagabond scholars" from
taking part in the making of the curriculum, the degree require-
ments, the class schedules and examinations, and the plan of fes-

tivities? Or was he one of the many non-scholars, those hangers-

on mysteriously called "martinets"? No one knows, but some of
his brilliance and energy must have existed elsewhere in the mass,

or there would have been no medieval university, no medieval
mind to write about.

University administration by student groups is not to be

sneezed at. It is cheap and never monotonous. By controlling the

faculty it certainly prevents the flight from teachitrg, and it affords
the young the pleasure of making their elders hop, skip, and per-
form. In fighting all of society and themselves, too, the medieval
students preserved minority rights to a degree otherwise unexam-
pled. That is, such rights were freely enjoyed by the victors and

survivors of the scrimmage. The lsst-well, there is a price to
pay for every good thing, and the good achieved was the very
appealing, youthful kind of life: the free-for-all.

Besides, student power need not be as perpetually violent as

it was in the glorious thirteenth century. It can be had at the some-

what lower price of a lack of continuity and a repetition of hopeful
errors; for in one student generation experience hardly has a

chance to accumulate and make a difference; and who cares in
youth about the confusion that comes of injecting practical and

political action into the rather different atmosphere of study?

The second mode of managing universities is illustrated by
what happened when the confusion became too great-or at least

when it seemed to the neighbors to have got out of hand. An histor-
ian of the time who, &S legal representative of the university, cannot
have been prejudiced against it says: "Studies were in chaos
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the rooms on one side were rented to students and the others to
whores. Undp_t*tlp_SAmpJAgilygs a house of learn_ing and of whot-

l3g." There was no reason in the nffie ffiltffilKi;ifl*iiy ihilffiil-
terous exercise of self-government and self-indulgence should
stop. But by 1500 the scheme was swept away in the collapse of the
medieval theory and practice of government. In one short genera-

tion-by 1530-a new University of Paris was in being.
The force at work was the rise of the nation state, the move-

ment that gave "nation" its modern meaning. The One Hundred
Years' War had shown the country's need for an effective central
power to put down disorders and stop the waste. That power was
the king, andMng-Jyhg"r*l-en*errA-tp*smdnnt- pnwer*.
wit[in the uriversity-. In 1450, he restrained their excessive feast-
ing. He then ordered the papal legate to reform the university
from top to bottom. By l4l5 he was imposing a loyalty oath and,
soon after, threatening students with a kind of draft. Finally, in
1499, he prohibited their boycotts and battles.

From then or, whether under king or revolutionary govern-
ment, dictator or Parliament, continental universities have been
ruled by the central authority. The degree of control has varied
widely with time and place. Still, out of ancestral respect for
learning, the European university has always enjoyed certain
privileges. For example, even under the Russian czars the police
were forbidden to enter the university, a tradition that curiously
persisted through the Russian repression of Czechoslovakia in the
summer of 1968.

No one needs to be told that in times of trouble since 1500,
universities under central control have been threatened, dictated
to, or shut down; professors suspended for sedition, exiled for
refusing to take oaths, prosecuted and shot for political crimes,
and, from the beginning to the twentieth century, periodically hec-
kled, insulted, or physically attacked by their own students. These
appear to be inevitable by-products of making the university polit-
ical through its link with the state.

Central control is, of course, the opposite of student power,
but they have one feature in common-the multiplicity of rules.
When codes and tribunals regulate university affairs, the legalistic
outlook and the contentious temper prevail and warp the emotions

appropriate to study. And contrary to expectations, even the man-
agement of the university's material concerns is not thereby im-
proved but worsened. The reason is plain. Both these styles of
administration-the anarchical and the autocratic-bring to the
fore people whose temperaments are the reverse of studious and
scholarly.

Imagine the American university going down the road it has

lately chosen and becoming thoroughly reactionary, which is to
say, going back to either of these earlier modes of governance. In
the one case, that of student power, we should see the emergence
of a new type of academic man, wanting and achieving power at

a much younger age than his predecessors-in fact, a graduate
student or beginning teacher. He would be a man of strong feel-
ings, caught by some sort of doctrine, ready to drop his work at
any time for the turbulence of mass meetings and the stress of
politic al tactics, and not averse to exchanging blows when denun-
ciation, blackmail, and obscenity fail-a man, in short, prepared
to strike in all senses of the word; a man given to the life of im-
pulse and self-will, like the old-fashioned duelist, and also given
to the heady pleasure of moral indignation; a man ever suspi-
cious-and with good reason; apartisan, but restless, dissatisfied
with all arrangements including his own, because his idealism and
his strength alike drive him to find a life totally free of conditions.

We need not ask whether men such as this in a reactionary
university would wield their power in behalf of an outside politi-
cal pafty, as in the Japanese university, and use professors as in-
dentured servants closely supervised. The texture of the strait-
jacket might be looser, owing to the presence of diverse student
leaders similarly moved to have their way.

But we cannot doubt that an opposite reaction to central
control would bring with it the enforcement of a political ortho-
doxy. The type of man who would rise in such a system is quickly
described: the commissar with a Ph.D. And he too would be a

poor provider of the complex physical arrangements prerequisite
to study: His mind would be incessantly on things so much higher.
He would have no doctrine but order, and after a few faculty-club
shootings, seminars would meet on time.

The third mode of university administration is the one we
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have so rashly abandoned over the space of a few months. The
'American university was a characteristic creation. Drawing on the
old English collegiate model for its best habits, it assumed that
the faculty was the university, and as such the protector of two
great treasures-students and learning. Learning was something
to be transmitted to the young and added to when possible. Study
was thus the single aim for both faculty and students.

The running of academic affairs by a faculty through a mix-
ture of convention and consensus was, of course, easier when the
faculty was small and its members lived close together. But the
triumph of the American universities is that between 1890 and
1950 many of them grew to the size of a town yet kept the spirit
and action of the original free university, the university governed
not by the one or the many, but by principles.

These principles were simple enough: influence and defer-
ence; rationality and civility; above all, reciprocity.

Most people, including some academic men, had, of
course, ro idea how American or any other universities were run
and could discern no principles whatever in the day-to-day opera-
tions. So when the cry of tyranny and revolt was raised, they
rushed to pull down the fabric, oil the assumption that where
there's a complaint there rnust be an evil. The questions of what
evil and where it lay precisely were never thought of. Indignation
in some, passivity in others conspired to establish as a universal
truth that the American university was an engine of oppression,
rotten to the core, a stinking anachronism. So down it came.

That it must stay down for a good while appears inevitable
from the nature of its former freedom. How was it free? Not be-
cause its members were angels and its statutes copied from Uto-
pia, but because its concentration on study had brought the world
at large to respect its autonemy-hence, tro interference from the
state-while freedom of thought and speech had generated within
the walls the principles listed above. The free university is that in
which the scholar and teacher is free to learn and to teach. He is
free because society values and keeps its hands off the double
product-the learning student on one side, new knowledge on the
other.

Principles, of course, need devices for their application and
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protection. The American university had evolved some fairly
good ones for the purpose: 1) The trustees (or regents or legisla-
tive committees), whose defined role showed that they did not
own the university, nor were employers of employees; they be-
stowed tenure as a guaranty against themselves.

2) The administration, conceived again not as bosses but as

servants; easily removed if unsatisfactory; in practice, a body that
worked like slaves to suit faculty wishes and that protected schol-
ars against trustees as well as against parents and alumni.

3) The professional associations-learned, accrediting, or
self-serving like the American Association of University Profes-
sors-all upholders of academic freedom.

4) Public opinion, the law, and the press, which until very
recent years could be counted on to keep hands off and even de-
fend the individual scholar, researcher, discoverer, expert.

At each level, the attitude of the imperfect beings entrusted
with administrative responsibilities was that they could only influ-
ence the action of others, not command it; that decisions must be
rational and discussions civil; that any signs of strong reluctance
after discussion must be deferred to, and that rights and duties,
like concessions, must be reciprocal.

This is not to say that the institution always worked like a
dream. Friction, abuses, injustice beset all human undertakings.
But no one can deny that compared with other institutions, uni-
versities enjoyed a government in keeping with their high pur-
pose-government by separation of powers, by consent through
committees, and by extensive self-restraint. Within the best uni-
versities and colleges there was continuous consultation, a wide
tolerance of eccentricity and free-wheelin E, t maximum of excep-
tions and special attention-and these latitudes had long since
been extended to the students.

In recalling this fast-waning institution, one may indeed
think of occasions when the principles were violated. But one
should also think of the great diversity of opinion and of purpose
that was permitted to flourish, even when challenged. For ex-
ample: boards of trustees, generally Republican and conservative,
allowing leaves to professors working in Washington for the New
Deal or for John Kennedy; or in the Thirties ignoring thc Conr-
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nrunist alliliation even of junior officers without tenure. Go back
liliy years and you will think of the protectors of Veblen and his
work, of defiant instruction in Marxism, of research and indoctri-
nation in contraception.

Nor should we forget the common realities of the last half
century-the open campus, receptive to all the shocking modern
literature and subversive speakers; the college newspapers receiv-
ing subsidies from administrators they denounce and insult by
name; the frequent public championing of dissent, &S when Presi-
dent Brewster of Yale stood between angry alumni and Professor
Staughton Lynd.

Fifteen years ago, Walter P. Metzger, the leading authority
on academic freedom, summed up the extraordinary character of
the American university: "No one can follow the history of aca-
demic freedom without wondering at the fact that any society,
interested in the immediate goals of solidarity and self-
preservation, should possess the vision to subsidize free criticism
and inquiry, and without feeling that the academic freedom we

still possess is one of the remarkable achievements of man. At the
same time, one cannot but be appalled at the slender thread by
which it hangs."

When certain students, with encouragement from many
sides, cut the thread, they did it (as they thought) in the name of
still greater freedom. They wanted a "voica," and, with a trifle of
self-contradiction, a "dialogue" on "non-negotiable demands."
Sentimentalists believed that the university "bulldozed the stu-
dent ," carried on "a war against the young." The truth is that for
years student opinion had been exerting an influence on curricu-
lum and campus rules and habits, not only through free expres-
sion in the sacrosanct student paper, but, more importantly,
through free access to faculty members and ease of deportment
with them. Go to Europe and Asia and see how they "interact"
there.

The common faith in education as an individual right had
also made the student's free choice among programs and courses

the accepted thing, while the combining of programs, the multi-
plicity of certificates and degrees, the preservation of credits

through all changes of mind-all these practices encourlgcrl (.v(.1

to excess the development of the untrammeled self.
To be sure, this student freedom was only freedom to bc ir

student. As long as parents believed in certain mores, there wcro
parietal rules and library fines and some fuss made over cheating
at examinations or stealing books from the bookstore. But that
was not because the university was tyrannical; it was because,
rightly or wrongly, students were thought young and inexperi-
enced and in need of guidance.

Earlier, student hostility and violence had been a recurrent
problem. It seemed to be resolved by letting the student choose
his courses and preparing him for them sooner. He became docile,
which means teachable, and he was believed to acquiesce in the
fact that he knew less than his teachers, did not own the university,
and benefited from what it stood for.

Such was the institution that a couple of years' violence has
made into an historical memory. Tiue, the American university
had begun to lose its soul through misguided public service, and
students had grievances they should have analyzed and publi-
ctzed But by organizing hatred instead, by assaulting and impris-
oning their teachers, dividing faculties into factions, turning weak
heads into cowards and demagogues, ignoring the grave and legit-
imate causes for reform, advocating the bearing of arms on cam-
pus, and preferring "confrontation" to getting their own way, hos-
tile students have ushered in the reactionary university of the
future, medieval model.

For it is clear that once the traditions of deference and civil-
ity are broken they cannot be knit up again at will. No one can be
sure of the future, but the past is not dumb. Medieval student
power met its quietus when the aggressive traits of its leaders were,
so to speak, taken over by the state. The students, losing their privi-
lege, became subjects like any other and were put down.

Nobody with a heart and a mind can look forward to the ful-
fillment of either reactionary hope-it took so long to develop the
republic of learning in which study was the sole aim and test of the
institution ! Who can bear to think of relivin g l266and All That'/
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